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PRECIPITATION STATE OF WARM WORKED AA7050 ALLOY: EFFECT ON TOUGHNESS BEHAVIOR
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ABSTRACT

Usually, strength-toughness combination in aluminum alloys is improved by heat treatment (solid solution followed by quenching and reheating) after a deformation process at high temperature. In some cases, a cold working step is added in the manufacturing process before heat treatment aimed to enhance the alloy strength. In recent time, some trials have been carried out finalized to replace the cold working step with a warm deformation. Such a process route appeared to be quite effective in improving the toughness behavior of 7xxx alloys. Anyway, a metallurgical explanation for such behavior has not still be reported. In this, a comparison of the precipitation state following the two different routes is reported. Results show clear differences in the nanoprecipitation densities in the two cases, claiming for their responsibility in the definition of the toughness behavior.
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INTRODUCTION

Light alloys were considered for a long time the best solution for most the high-tech applications, including sport equipment [1], energy and automotive [2]. Aeronautical industry was considered one mostly requiring such alloys properties. Among lightweight alloys, the aluminum based ones are assuming industrial impact following their specific combination of properties [3]. Following to that, they seem to be the most promising candidates for structural aerospace designers if compared with different alloys [4-6]. Their specific behavior is known to depend on alloying strategies and processes, as reported in a rich literature (e.g. [7-9]). The choice of alloying elements is made based on the their individual and synergic impact on microstructure and hence on mechanical behavior. The above statement is reported in detail in [10]. Savage and colleagues [11] described the effect of Cu addition on the hardening of Al-Mg-Si alloys characterized by a ultra-fine grain. In the large number of aluminum alloys the AA7050 one assumes particular importance, following its specific balance between tensile properties and corrosion resistance [12, 14]. Such quite promising behavior is achieved by proper recrystallization phenomena occurring during and after the hot deformation stage [14-17]. Physically based constitutive equations and their capability to predict the microstructural evolution in such alloy are reported in [18]. A novel approach to recrystallization phenomena in aluminum alloys is proposed in [19], to be applied in the case of complex geometry parts, commonly produced by closed-due forging and solution and quenching heat treatment. Such effect is also reported in detail by Mac Kenzie in [20]. AMS 4333 International Standard calls for an intermediate cold working process step, with a maximum 5% allowed cold upsetting, to be performed before the two ageing final steps, after the solution heat treatment. This with the aim to best define the precipitation state (in terms of precipitation size distribution) so assuring the best achievable mechanical properties combination [21]. Concerning this topic, Wyss et al. proposed the US Patent [22], showing beneficial effect due to an intermediate warm hardening process step, to be executed instead of the standard cold upsetting, on the facture toughness properties. Such process route appeared to be quite promising in the case of 7xxx alloys: in particular an improvement of toughness was found without any deterioration of hardness and tensile behavior [23]. Such route also allowed improving the component homogeneity by means of grain refinement [24]. This was explained in terms of dislocation cross-slip during deformation at the involved temperature range in the considered process. This phenomenon allows a grain re-orientation with a consequent re-organization of sub-grains, moving towards high angle boundaries: the higher the deformation temperature, the easier the process [25]. Such phenomena are reported in literature as Continuous Dynamic Recrystallization (CDR) [26-28]. Other phenomena, such as strain hardening [29, 30] and recovery [31, 32], depend on dislocation evolution in dependence on other present crystallographic imperfections. In this paper the effect of process routes on the precipitation size distribution is reported.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

The AA 7025 alloy nominal composition is reported in Table 1.

Table 1 Chemical analysis of AISI 441 (main elements, mass %).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elements</th>
<th>Al</th>
<th>Cu</th>
<th>Mg</th>
<th>Zn</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wt. %</td>
<td>balance</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>6.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Three families 10 cm x 6 cm x 3 cm specimens A, (specimens A1, A2 and A3), B (specimens B1, B2 and B3) and C (speci-
mens C1, C2 and C3) were manufactured from around a hot forged bar, characterized by an initial diameter $\Phi = 120$ mm. The heat treatment satisfied the AMS2770N specification requirements. The process was completed with room temperature up-setting and final two stages aging at 5 h at 394 K + 8 h at 450 K (samples A). The two innovative cycles (samples B and C) just differed from AMS2770N specification requirements in terms of up-setting temperature: as a matter of fact, they were carried out at 423 K and 473 K instead of room temperature. All the other cycle steps were unmodified (Table 2).

### RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The effect of the up-setting temperature increase on microstructure is shown in Figures 2 and 3: results clearly show a grain size refinement. Results from mechanical properties related to the considered materials are reported in detail in [33] and are here summarized for the reader (see Table 3).

All specimens underwent a solution heat treatment at $T=748$ K for 5 h, water quenching, 5% warm deformation, ageing. The process conditions differ on the up-setting temperature, (see Table 2). A1, A2 and A3 samples were deformed at room temperature; samples B1, B2 and B3 at 423 K and samples C1, C2 and C3 at 473 K. After heat treatment transverse specimens (in agreement with ASTM-E399) were machined and tests KIC toughness were performed (according to the ASTM E399 standard). Specimens machined starting from the three groups (A, B and C) were prepared for metallographic examination. Grain size was measured by light microscopy (LM) according to ASTM E112 specification. Precipitation state analysis was performed with a scanning electronic microscope SEM-FEG (SEM FEG LEO 1550 ZEISS (McQuairie, London, UK) equipped with an EDS OXFORD X ACT system (v2.2, Abingdon, UK). Precipitates number counting has been performed by means of IMAGE-J Fiji 1.46, a software for the automatic images processing and analyses program. The image analysis was carried out by setting a Feret-diameter threshold of 10 nm. An example of SEM FEG image prepared for precipitation number count by mean of IMAGE-J Fiji 1.46 software is reported in Figure 1.

In particular, results reported in put in evidence a not negligible $K_C$ improvement, even if both Brinell hardness and yield strength were increased. It is worth to be noted that an up-setting increase up to 473 K resulted in a 10% toughness improvement in terms of $K_C$ with respect to material processed in standard condition. Table 3 also shows that tensile properties were more sensitive to up-setting temperature than hardness: this suggests a significant fine precipitation variation mainly following to Guiner-Preston zones [34, 35] formation acting as a barrier to grain size evolution. The precipitation distribution evolution with up-setting temperature was analyzed by image analysis.

Microstructures of samples A1, B1 and C1 as obtained by SEM-FEG at high magnification are shown in Figure 4, Figure 5 and Figure 6 respectively. Such analysis allowed to divide precipitates in the following families:

1. larger precipitates located at grain and sub-grain boundaries (size ranging=100-500 nm);
2. fine precipitates inside grains and sub-grains (size ranging=20-100 nm);
3. very fine precipitates located inside grains sub-grains (size ranging= <20 nm).

### Table 2 Heat treatment conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>Solution heat treatment</th>
<th>Water Quenching</th>
<th>Deformation temperature (K)</th>
<th>First ageing step</th>
<th>Second ageing step</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>423</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>473</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3 Mechanical properties and grain size evolution with intermediate up-setting temperature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>Upsetting temperature (K)</th>
<th>HB</th>
<th>YS (MPa)</th>
<th>$K_C$ (MPa m$^{1/2}$)</th>
<th>Grain size (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>26.8</td>
<td>10.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>423</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>455</td>
<td>28.1</td>
<td>8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>473</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>30.1</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2 Sample A microstructure (up-setting T: 293 K)

Fig. 3 Sample B microstructure (up-setting T: 423 K)

Fig. 1 Example of the SEM-FEG image (specimen A)
The dependence of the number of detected precipitates on the upsetting temperature is shown in Figure 7.

In this Figure 7 precipitates are grouped according to their average size, considering the above reported ranges. An increase of the average fine precipitates number with the upsetting deformation temperature is put in evidence in Figure 7. On the other hand it is worth to be noted that the largest precipitates number seems to be almost independent on such process parameter [36-38]. The above statement agrees with the detected improved toughness and yield strength behavior.

CONCLUSIONS

Results of analysis related to AA7050 alloy subjected to warm deformation showed that the precipitation state is very sensitive to intermediate deformation step included in the heat treatment cycle. It is reported that a more evident fine precipitation was found after deformation at 473 K. Such precipitation is claimed to be responsible of a grain refinement effect, hence of toughness $K_{IC}$ improvement with respect to materials manufactured according to standard route.
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